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“Author Edward Torba’s refreshing authorial voice shines through and
keeps readers riveted from the first to the last page. This is a classic, wellwritten story of the forces of good versus evil.” - Writer’s Digest
An ancient prophecy.
A hidden world of magic and monsters.
A Secret Society that holds the key.
Fourteen-year-old Matt Monroe is enjoying an ordinary summer with friends
in his rural Pennsylvania neighborhood, until one night, mysterious red
lights appear in the sky over the Monroe family farm and strange creatures
begin stalking the woods. When he discovers a set of wooden tablets and a
mysterious ring in his great-grandfather’s dental chest, an ancient prophecy
begins to unfold. Matt, his older brother, and five friends are transported to
a magical dimension called Paragon to face deadly monsters and fight an
epic battle against an evil enemy. Journey with Matt Monroe and his friends
on an epic adventure of deception and betrayal, mixed with courage and the
bonds of friendship. Will they find the magic stone in time to save the world?
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